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Photo : Shellfish “tables ‘’ used in the Lagoon of Thau, south of France for oyster and mussel
rope culture.
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The French see oyster sites on the Island of Ireland as a very good opportunity to develop their production
as French sites were overcrowded and the production cycle was becoming longer (e.g. it takes 3-4 years to
produce an oyster in France, against 2-3 years in the Island of Ireland).
...
For larger Irish businesses that ran their business as a full time job, the production and investments were
scaled to be profitable in the long term and sales were not such a critical problem because they already had
a very good business relationship with regular customers.
...
There have been advantages to the French oyster sector becoming interested in relocating to the Island of
Ireland. There was an overall improvement of aquaculture methods and oyster quality. There has been a
change in mentality with more sustainable aquaculture practices (aquaculture sites were tidied up, with a
better arrangement of farming structures and more efficiency of the workforce, etc.). To be sold with ease
and at better price, products have to respond to the French market requirements: this is usually for products
with specific quality criteria (i.e. the indices of flesh, the shape of the shell, the conditioning). From this
situation, initiatives such as the Irish Quality Oyster scheme were developed in the Republic of Ireland (Irish
producers and BIM22 initiative, Website: www.irishqualityoysters.ie).
...
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In the Republic of Ireland, it was very different: in 2008, only three places where seed was imported earlier
that year from France were experiencing between 15% and 75% mortality, so the disease was just emerging.
But between June and August 2009, 15 bays had massive mortalities, 14 of which OsHV-1 μvar was
detected - this number accounted to 19 in 2010. It could be remarked that massive transport of natural and
hatchery seed from France to Ireland happened just before the shellfish movement ban in May 2009. In
2008-2009 no certification for the detection of OsHV-1 μvar was required for shellfish transfers because the
herpes virus was not regulated. Some producers/ hatcheries had tested for it but there were no official
certificates to say that they were.
...

As a response, Northern Ireland established a sampling and testing programme in accordance with
regulation 175/2010/EC to ensure early detection of any occurrence of OsHV-1 μvar in farms or mollusc
farming areas and to control movements from containment areas and areas previously subjected to
containment measures. The proposed zone (‘declared area’) was the entire country of Northern Ireland with
the exception of Lough Foyle and Carlingford Lough which border the Republic of Ireland (DARD, 2010). A
surveillance programme has now been established but excludes Lough Foyle, Carlingford Lough, Killough
Bay, which tested positive for OsHv1 μvar, although no mortalities were detected. Some mortality was
recorded by DARD from herpes in NI during the summer of 2012.
...
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In France, problems of space have pushed for the development of new off-shore or deep sea techniques
and the setting up of new aquaculture sites outside France (such as happened in the Island of Ireland with
the setting up of large French business). Much attention must be paid to hydrodynamic factors when
selecting a deep water site because tidal flow and currents might spread pathogens from one production
site to another. It was found in experiments carried out by Pernet et al., (2012), that mortality for oysters
maintained outside the main production area was sporadic and coincided with currents coming from the
farming area were mortality was occurring.
...
Summer sea temperatures on the Island of Ireland are generally cooler than around the French coast
(Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic, English Channel). In fact, sea temperatures off the Irish coast range from
an average of 10° C off the south-west coast to less than 7° off the north-east coast during February, and
from 16° C in the south to 13° C in the north Irish Sea in August (Met Éireann).
In the Republic of Ireland its worth recalling that the massive mortalities in 2009, were in areas that had all
received seed from France, and some from other origins. These areas all had intensive production in
comparison to other less affected bays. Several of them also had previous records of summer mortalities
(South West & South East). At the time it happened, mortalities were related to stress in hot summers with
the handling of milky68 oyster and on another occasion, the mortality was associated with extreme rainfall.
No pathogen was found. It is interesting to note that similar facts were observed in 2008 in France: only
very few areas were not affected by massive mortality these were small areas with a limited number of
oyster farmers and fewer shellfish transfers, (Miossec et al., 2009, cited by EFSA, 2010). In the Republic of
Ireland, it is also curious that some adjacent farms were not affected the same way, one would have
massive mortalities, the other one nothing.
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Photo left: New collectors to be used for natural setting in the Poitou-Charentes region
(these palettes can be seen everywhere in the basin).
Photo right: Sites at Marennes below the bridge of Oléron. Bags of oysters are placed on
site just before low tide.
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Schematic representation of
shellfish movements in France,
Ireland and the UK
Seed that originate from production
bays (South West) are supplying
seed to all other regions, including
Ireland and UK. Adults and half
grown are then transferred back to
their place of birth or other production
bays from Ireland/UK to France. This
migratory flux of oysters shows how
pathogens can spread between
regions and within months
of infection.

Top left: Tile collectors on setting site, September 2008.
Top right: Boat with crane lifting collector out, seed are ready to be detached, April 2012.
Bottom left: Tile collector with an average of 30 seed per tile, April 2012.
Bottom middle: Overabundant seed on tile 2006.
Bottom right: Close-up of an overabundant seed on tile, September 2008.
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Left: Cages used for deep water sites.
Right: Flat bottomed aluminium boats used in France to access oyster sites when no tractor can be used.
This one is equipped with a crane and a wider 4 meter one is also used for greater stability.

Photos from top left:
Oyster bags for stocking, rope
pearl net and lanterns used in
suspended cultures. It has been
observed in the Mediterranean
Sea that oysters kept at deep
water sites where the
temperature rarely reaches 16˚
C are not affected by mortality.
Pearl nets and lantern nets are
also used by some hatcheries as
a technique for pre-fattening
oyster seed, and they may be
hung up on longlines.

Pictures from other sources

C. gigas reef establishing on a chalk rocky shore in Kent, south east England (Photo: W.McKnight)

Wild settlement of C. gigas on reef of Sabellaria alveolta. Bay of Mont-Saint Michel (France)
(Photo: N. Desroy)

Wild C. gigas reef established on intertidal mud on the Blackwater estuary at Brightlingsea (UK) in 2008
(Photo: M Gray)

Hand removal of C. gigas by volunteer workers on a protected chalk shore in Kent, south east England
(Photo: W. McKnight)

Increasing abundance of C. gigas

Mudflats covered by Pacific oysters

Bags of dead periwinkles discarded at Killult Pier, Ballyness Bay, 2019

Bags of dead periwinkles discarded at Killult Pier, Ballyness Bay, 2019

